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TAY LO R  F E N C E

COMMERCIAL + INDUSTRIAL 

FENCING
Taylor Fence Company has Taylor’d top projects since 1942. A 
reputation for superior design, construction and maintenance has 
made Taylor one of the most in-demand sources of high-quality 
fences, gates, and security systems in Colorado.

Get a free estimate and see the Taylor’d 
di�erence in person.

Taylor’d to the highest standards.

Taylor’d to handle any complexity.

Taylor’d to exact needs.
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FENCING
CATEGORIES

 » Prisons

 » Zoos

 » Stadiums

 » Data centers

INDUSTRIAL FENCING

Our Taylor’d industrial fence solutions meet the highest demands from crash-rated 
gates that halt terrorist vehicular attacks to zoo walls that can keep a 600 lb. Grizzly 
safely separated from families.
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DIAGNOSIS AND 
MAINTENANCE PLANS

Seamlessly keep your 
fence system in constant 
working order through all 
seasons year a�er year 
with ongoing Taylor 
support. Customized 
plans at the level 
appropriate to your needs.

COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL

Our Taylor’d commercial fence solutions 
combine convenience and 
architectural appeal with solid 
protection of people and property.

 » Self-storage facilities

 » Gated communities

 » Apartment complexes

 » Data centers

 » Detention facilities

 » Military complexes

 » Airports

 » Power / utility

TEMPORARY FENCING

Our Taylor’d temporary fence solutions 
provide quickly built, a�ordable, barriers 
that clearly delineate safe zones from 
work areas and special-access spaces.

 » Construction areas

 » Event fencing



Success with variety of size 
and complexity of projects
Taylor’d to your scale and requirements

Taylor Fence Co. projects range from highly-secured US military bases to residential 
communities that must balance privacy with convenient access.

TEMPORARY FENCING FAST

Olgoonik Construction had an urgent need for temporary fencing in a 
hurry. It was a project on Peterson Air Force Base that was holding up 
training and was about to hold up out-of-state contractors. A quick 
call to Taylor got the temporary fencing needed in short order and kept 
training and contracting right on schedule. 

CONFIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

International contracting company, DPR Construction, needed fencing 
specialists on a confidential Data Center project at Buckley Air Force 
Base. They turned to Taylor Fence Co. Not only did Taylor have the 
qualifications and sta�ing to handle this secure military project, they 
also shined in their area of expertise.

“They definitely know their cra� and know their specific scope 

of work. They brought a lot of intelligence regarding some of the 

more technical aspects of the fence.”
| KYLE COTTER, PROJECT ENGINEER, DPR CONSTRUCTION

Contact Taylor Fence for a free estimate on your fencing needs today. 
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